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Abstract-A neural network model ormotion segmentation by visual cortex is described. The model's properties
are illustrated by simulating on the computer data concerning group and element apparent motion, including
the tendency for group motion to occur at longer ISIs and under conditions of short visual persistence. These
phenomena challenge recent vision models because the switch between group and element motion is determined
by changing the timing of image displays whose elements flash on and off but do not otherwise move through
time. The model clarifies the dependence of short-range and long-range motion on a spatial scale. Its design
specifies how sustained response cells and transient response cells cooperate and compete in successive processing
stages to generate motion signals that are sensitive to direction-of-motion, yet insensitive to direction-of-contrast.
Properties of beta motion, phi motion, gamma motion, and Ternus motion are explained. A number of prior
motion models are clarified, transformed, and unified, including the Reichardt model, Marr-Uliman model,
Burt-Sperling model, Nakayama-Loomis model, and NADEL model. Apparent motion and real motion generate
testably different model properties. The model clarifies how preprocessing of motion signals by a motion DC
Filter is joined to long-range cooperative motion mechanisms in a motion CC Loop to control phenomena such
as induced motion, motion capture, and motion after effects. The total model system is a motion Boundary
Contour System (BCS) that is computed in parallel with the static BCS of Grossberg and Mingolla before both
systems cooperate to generate a boundary representation for 3-D visual form perception.

Keywords-Neural networks, Visual perception, Long-range motion, Short-range motion, Apparent motion,
Boundary Contour System, Visual cortex.

1. INTRODUCTION: WHY ARE STADC
AND MOTION BOUNDARY CONTOUR

SYSTEMS NEEDED?

This article further develops a neural network model
of motion segmentation by visual cortex, called the
motion Boundary Contour System (BCS), that was
introduced in Grossberg (1987a, section 32). The re-
sults developed herein were reported in abbreviated
form in Grossberg and Rudd (1989a, 1989b). This
model suggests rigorous computational solutions to
a number of long-standing problems concerning the
design of a motion segmentation system and its func-
tional role in the preattentive representation of
three-dimensional form.

~

One of the most salient problems concerns the
very existence of a motion segmentation system. It
is well known that some regions of visual cortex are
specialized for motion processing, notably region MT
(Albright, Desimone, & Gross, 1984; Maunsell &
van Essen, 1983; Newsome, Gizzi, & Movshon,
1983; Zeki, 1974a, 1974b). On the other hand, even
the earliest stages of visual cortex processing, such
as the simple cells in VI, require stimuli that change
through time for their maximal activation and are
direction-sensitive (De Valois, Albrecht, & Thorell,
1982; Reggelund, 1981; Rubel & Wiesel, 1962, 1968,
1977; Tanaka, Lee, & Creutzfeldt, 1983). Why has
evolution gone to the trouble to generate regions
such as MT, when even VI is change-sensitive and
direction-sensitive? What computational properties
are achieved by MT that are not already available in
VI? It is surprising how many plausible answers to
this question do not survive a probing computational
analysis.

The monocular Boundary Contour System, theory
of Grossberg and Mingolla (1985a, 1985b), sche-
matized in Figure 1, and its binocular generalization
(Grossberg, 1987b; Grossberg & Marshall, 1989),
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BOUNDARY CONTOUR SYSTEM (BCS) WHY IS A MOTION BCS NEEDED?

Cooperative-competitive
feedback (CC LOOP)

Simple cells in VI are already sensitive to change and
direction-or-motion. What does MT add?
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STATIC ORlENTED CONTRAST (OC) FILTER
FIGURE 1. The static Boundary Contour circuit described by
Grossberg and Mingolla (1985b). The circuit is divided into
an oriented contrast-sensitive filter (DC Filter) followed by a
cooperative-competitive feedback network (CC Loop). Mul-
tiple copies of this circuit are used, one corresponding to
each receptive field size of the DC Filter, The depicted circuit
has been used to analyze data about monocular vision. A
binocular generalization of the circuit has also been de-
scribed (Grossberg, 1987b; Grossberg & Marshall, 1989).

Insensitive to Direction-or-Contrast

Insensitive to Direction-or-Motion

FIGURE 2. Stages ot the OC Filter: Simple cell receptive tie Ids
are oriented and sensitive to direction-ot-contrast. Rectitied
outputs from pairs ot simple cells sensitive to opposite di-
rections-ot-contrast input to complex cells, which are sen-
sitive to amount-ot-contrast, but not to direction-ot-contrast
or to direction-ot-motion. Complex cells input to two suc-
cessive stages ot hypercomplex cells. At the first competit!ve
stage, a complex cell excites like-oriented hypercomplex
cells at its position and inhibits, via an endstopping opera-
tion, hypercomplex cells at nearby positions. At the second
competitive stage, hypercomplex cells sensitive to different
orientations compete with one another. Inhibition is maximal
between perpendicular orientations.

has successfully modeled many boundary segmen-
tation properties of VI and its prestriate projections.
(See Grossberg (1987c, 1988a) for collections of
these and related articles). The BCS has thusfar been
used to analyze data generated in response to static
visual images. Henceforth we therefore call such a
BCS a static BCS model. Nonetheless, its model cells
can easily be gated by cells sensitive to image tran-
sients, such as Y cells (Enroth-Cugell & Robson,
1966; Hoffmann, 1973; Sekuler, 1975; Stone, 1972;
Stone & Dreher, 1973; Tolhurst, 1973), to generate
receptive fields sensitive to image transients. How
does a motion BCS differ from a static BCS whose
cells are sensitive to image transients?

2. JOINING SENSITIVITY TO DIRECTION-
OF.MOTION WITH INSENSITIVITY TO

DIRECTION-OF -CONTRAST

The static BCS consists of two major subdivisions:
an oriented-sensitive filter, called the OC Filter, and
a cooperative-competitive feedback network, called
the CC Loop (Figure 1). The OC Filter models the
simple cells and complex cells of VI (Figure 2). Its

projections to hypercomplex cells form the interface
of the OC Filter with the CC Loop. The hypercom-
plex cells project, in turn, to a cell type called co-
operative bipole cells by Grossberg and Mingolla.
The bipole cells interact with the hypercomplex cells
via the CC Loop.

The OC Filter is a nonlinear filter that multiplexes
several different types of image information into a
spatially organized representation, or map, across
the network of hypercomplex cells. Such a map func-
tions as a compressed code that is capable of reacting
selectively to prescribed combinations of image fea-
tures.

The CC Loop reacts to this ~ultiplexes spatial
map by transforming and amplifying those spatial
combinations of cell activations whose coded infor-
mation is mutually consistent, and actively suppress-

+~-!+
@

Oriented-contrast filter
(OC FILTER)
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ing the rest. The result combines information about
image edges, texture, shading, depth, and spatial
scale into a coherent, context-sensitive boundary rep-
resentation.

As shown in Figure 2, although the simple cells
of the BCS are sensitive to direction-of-contrast, or
contrast polarity, the complex cells of the BCS are
rendered insensitive to direction-of-contrast by re-
ceiving inputs from pairs of simple cells with opposite
direction-of-contrast. Such a property is also true of
the simple cells and complex cells in area VI
(DeValois, Albrecht, & Thorell, 1982; Poggio, Mot-
ter, Squatrito, & Trotter, 1985; Thorell, DeValois,
& Albrecht, 1984).

This property is useful for extracting boundary
structure that is independent of illumination fluctua-
tions, such as shadows. As a result, the output of
the OC Filter is unable to differentiate direction-of-
motion. A key property of the motion BCS model
presented here is that it possesses a modified OC
Filter that multiplexes the property of insensitivity
to direction-of-contrast, which is equally useful for
the processing of static and moving forms, with sen-
sitivity to direction-of-motion (Grossberg, 1987a).
The properties of this motion OC Filter enable us to
explain many properties of motion perception, in-
cluding percepts of apparent motion. When the mo-
tion OC Filter is connected to the CC Loop, a much
larger body of data, including coherent global motion
percepts such as induced motion and motion capture,
can also be analysed.

Thus the present article suggests that a funda-
mental computational property achieved by a motion
segmentation system, such as MT, is to generate out-
put signals that maintain insensitivity to direction-of-
contrast without sacrificing sensitivity to direction-
of-motion. This modification of the static OC Filter
enables us to define a motion BCS that is useful to
analyze a large body of data concerning motion seg-
mentation. The parsimony of this result provides ad-
ditional support for both the static BCS model and
the motion BCS model by showing that both models
may be considered variations on a single neural ar-
chitectural theme.

For example, two brief flashes of light, separated
in both time and space, create an illusion of move-
ment from the location of the first flash to that of
the second when the spatiotemporal parameters of
the display are within the correct range. Since this
phenomenon-labeled apparent motion by the Ges-
talt psychologists-was first discovered by Exner in
1879, it has been the object of intensive scientific
experimentation. Variants of apparent motion in-
clude phi motion, or the phi phenomenon, whereby
a "figureless" or "objectless" motion signal propa-
gates from one flash to the other, analogous to the
rapid motion of an object so quickly that its form
cannot be clearly identified; beta motion, whereby a
well-defined form seems to move smoothly and con-
tinuously from one flash to the other; and gamma
motion, the apparent expansion at onset and con-
traction at offset of a single flash of light (Bartley,
1941; Kolers, 1972). For some Gestalt psychologists
who popularized the study of apparent motion in the
early 20th century, the observed mental construction
of a non-veridical motion path epitomized the con-
structive aspects of the human mind. Their attempts
to construct a model of the brain mechanisms un-
derlying the phenomenon were, however, prema-
ture.

Still challenging theoretical issues include the res-
olution of a trade-off between the long-range spatial
interaction that is needed to generate the motion
percept, and the localization of the perceived motion
signal that smoothly interpolates the inducing
flashes. If a long-range interaction between the
flashes must exist in order to generate the motion
percept, then why is it not perceived when only a
single light is flashed? Why are not outward waves
of motion-carrying signals induced by a single flash?
What kind of long-range influence is generated by
each flash, yet only triggers a perceived motion signal
when at least two flashes are activated? What kind
of long-range influence from individual flashes can
generate a smooth motion signal between flashes
placed at variable distances from one another? How
does the motion signal speed up to smoothly inter-
polate flashes that occur at larger distances but the
same time lag (Kolers, 1972)? How does the motion
signal speed up to smoothly interpolate flashes when
they occur at the same distance but shorter time lags
(Kolers, 1972)?

Due to the difficulty of such problems, the con-
struction of a satisfactory neural model of apparent
motion-and the more general category of motion
perception phenomena-remains a challenging
problem to the present time. A large psychophysical
literature exists to indicate complex interdependen-
cies between such physical variables as stimulus con-
trast, size, luminance, duration, color, and figural
organization in determining the perception of move-
ment. In addition, it is clear that the neural networks

3. APPARENT MOTION AS A PROBE OF
MOTION MECHANISMS

This conception of the motion BCS was derived from
an analysis of motion-related data taken from psy-
chophysics, visual perception, and neurophysiology.
Herein some challenging data about apparent motion
are analyzed. Apparent motion is a particularly use-
ful probe of motion mechanisms because it describes
controllable experimental situations in which nothing
moves, yet a compelling percept of motion is gen-
erated.
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which compute motion are concerned with the si-
multaneous extraction of other information from the
visual stimulus as well. The real problem is to dis-
cover, then, not just how the brain computes motion,
but rather how these computations are embedded in
a more general process of generating a 3-D repre-
sentation of moving objects.

In the present paper we summarize several psy-
chophysical results which illustrate the complex in-
terrelationship between stimulus factors influencing
the organization of motion percepts. The motion
BCS is then defined and shown capable of explaining
these percepts.

4. SPATIOTEMPORAL PARAMETERS FOR
GENERATING APPARENT MOTION

In order to produce apparent motion, the spatial and
temporal organization of the stimulus must be ap-
propriate (Kolers, 1972). In the simple case of two
successive flashes (Figure 3a), there is a correlation

TWO FLASH DISPLAY

Frame 1

Frame 2

(a)

TERNUS DISPLAY

Frame 1

between the spatial separation of the flashes and the
range of the temporal separations of the flashes
which give rise to apparent movement. The temporal
separation of the two flashes is often defined in two
different ways. The stimulus onset asynchrony (or
SOA) is a measure of the time between the onsets
of the two successive flashes. The interstimulus in-
terval (or ISI) is the time between the offset of the
first flash and the onset of the second flash. If we
use the symbol SO to indicate the temporal duration
of the stimulus, we then have SOA = SD + ISI.
These terms retain their meaning if the cycle of stim-
ulus flashes is repeated many times, as is often done
experimentally. In this case, there may be two ISIs
as well as two SOs. In this case we can designate the
durations of the two stimuli as SOl and SO2; and the
interstimulus interval between the offset of the first
stimulus (hereafter SJ and the onset of the second
stimulus (hereafter SJ as ISII2' Thus, we have
SOAI2 = SDI + IS/12' Similarly, SOA21 = SD2 +

IShl.
In what follows we assume that SDI = SD2 and

IS/12 = IShl for a continuously cycling display, so
we hereafter drop the indices on the symbols SD,
ISI, and SOA. Assume for the moment that the stim-
ulus duration of the flashes is fixed for any particular
spatial separation. There will be a range of SOAs in
which apparent movement is observed along a path
connecting the two flashes. At SOAs shorter than
the minimum SOA for apparent movement, subjects
report that the two flashes flicker in place, with no
corresponding sensation of movement between the
locations of the two flashes. At SOAs longer than
the maximum SOA for apparent movement, the sub-
jects report that the stimuli appear in succession in
their respective locations, again with no correspond-
ing appearance of continuous movement from one
location to another.

As the spatial separation of the two flashes is in-
creased, the range of SOAs producing perceived
movement is decreased, although the SOA corre-
sponding to the midrange remains roughly constant
(Burt & Sperling, 1981; Kolers, 1972). If the spatial
separation is made sufficiently large, the probability
of producing apparent motion at all becomes small.

Frome ~

Small ISI: Stationarity

Intermediate ISI: Element Motion

Large ISI: Group Motion

(b)

FIGURE 3. Two types of apparent motion displays in which
the two frames outline the same region in space into which
the dots are flashed at successive times: In (a), a single dot
is flashed, followed by an interstimulus interval (151), fol-
lowed by a second dot. At small ISis, the two dots appear to
flicker in place. At longer ISis, motion from the position of
the first dot to that of the second is perceived. (b) In the
Ternus display, three dots are presented in each frame such

that two of the dots in each frame occupy the same positions.
At short 1515, all the dots appear to be stationary. At longer
ISis the dots at the shared positions appear to be stationary,
while apparent motion occurs from the left dot in Frame 1
to the right dot in Frame 2. At still longer ISis, the three dots
appear to move from Frame 1 to Frame 2 as a group.

5. GROUP AND ELEMENT APPARENT
MOTION: TERNUS DISPLAYS

A well-known apparent motion display; originally
due to Ternus (1926/1950), illustrates the fact that
not only the existence of a motion percept, but also
its figural identity, may depend on subtle aspects of
the display, such as the ISI (Figure 3b). In the Ternus
display, a cyclic alternation of two stimulus frames
gives rise to competing visual movement percepts.
In Frame 1, three black elements are arranged in a

Small ISI: Stationarity

Intermediate ISI: Motion

Large ISI: Motion
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penment that favored the perception of element mo-
tion are also conditions which favor visual persistence
and thus the perceived stationarity of the inner ele-
ments of the ternus display.

6. THE INSENSITIVITY OF MOnON
CORRESPONDENCE TO

FIGURAL IDENnTY

It is well-documented that apparent motion percepts
depend very little on the figural identity of the ele-
ments being matched from frame to frame. Thus
motion perception does not utilize a form-dependent
matching process. Early in the history of apparent
motion research, it was discovered that the motion
system was capable of computing motion between
locations occupied by shapes which varied greatly
between frames (Higginson, 1926; Orlansky, 1940;
Wertheimer, 1912). Depending on the shapes pre-
sented in each frame and the timing of the display,
the interframe shape disparity was resolved by the
motion system in a variety of ways. In the case of
brief flash durations and relatively short ISIs, the
disparity might be resolved by an objectless phi mo-
tion. In the case of longer flash durations and ISIs,
shapes were observed to continuously deform into
one another between frames (van der Waals and
Roelofs, 1930, 1931), or even to be transformed in
depth (Neuhaus, 1930).

More recent experiments (Burt & Sperling; 1981,
Kolers, 1972) have confirmed the relatively unim-
portance of figural identity in the determination of
frame-to-frame element matches in apparent mo-
tion. Kolers and Pomerantz (1971) presented pairs
of frames, each containing a simple geometrical
shape such as an arrow, circle, triangle, or square,
and studied the simultaneous effects of manipulating
ISI and shape dissimilarity on the probability of per-
ceived motion. Shape dissimilarity was found to ac-
count for only 1 %-3% of the statistical effect.

After reviewing the literature concerning the re-
lationship between figural identity and apparent mo-
tion, Kolers (1972) concluded that there appear to
be two parallel subsystems in the human visual sys-
tem for the computation of motion and the main-
tenance of figural identity. This view is consistent
with recent physiological findings which indicate the
presence of parallel visual pathways for motion per-
ception and static form perception, and is clarified
by our results concerning the design of parallel static
BCS and motion BCS architectures.

horizontal row on a white background. (The contrast
may be reversed without consequence to the discus-
sion which follows.) In Frame 2, the elements are
shifted to the right in such a way that the positions
of the two leftwardmost elements in Frame 2 are
identical to those of the two rightwardmost elements
in Frame 1. Depending on the stimulus conditions,
the observer will see either of two bistable motion
percepts. Either the elements will appear to move
to the right as a group between Frames 1 and 2 and
then back again during the second half of a cycle of
the display or, alternatively, the leftwardmost ele-
ment in Frame 1 will appear to move to the location
of the rightwardmost element in Frame 2, jumping
across two intermediate elements which appear to
remain stationary. We will refer to the first percept
as "group" motion; and the second percept as "ele-
ment" motion. At short ISIs there is a tendency to
observe element motion. At longer ISIs, there is a
tendency to observe group motion.

A number of stimulus conditions have been dem-
onstrated that affect the transitional ISI at which the
perception of element motion gives way to the per-
ception of group motion. Stated in another way,
there exists a range of ISIs for which the figural or-
ganization of the perceived motion is determined by
the stimulus conditions.

For example, Breitmeyer and Ritter (1986) found
that the ISI at which the transitions from element
motion to group motion occurs, is a decreasing func-
tion of viewing eccentricity, element size, and frame
duration. Petersik and Pantle (1979) found that the
percentage of group motion responses was an in-
creasing function of frame duration and interframe
interval luminance, in addition to the interstimulus
interval. They also found that the percentage of
group motion responses generally decreased with in-
creasing element background contrast (but there was
some crossover; see Petersik and Pantle's Figure 5).
In addition, the ISI at which the transition between
group and element motion percepts occurred was
found to be an increasing function of dark adapta-
tion.

The finding of Breitmeyer and Ritter (1986) con-
cerning the tradeoff between the frame duration and
ISI at which the group versus element motion percept
transition occurs is consistent with the Petersik and
Pantle (1979) discovery that long ISIs and long frame
durations each lead to a greater percentage of group
movement percepts. Thus, the two factors can be
traded off against one another.

It has been suggested that the perception of ele-
ment motion is a result of the perceived stationarity
of the two middle elements (Braddick, 1980; Brad-
dick & Adlard, 1978; Breitmeyer & Ritter, 1986;
Pantle & Petersik, 1980). Breitmeyer and Ritter
pointed out that the stimulus conditions in their ex-

7. SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL FORM
-FAcrORS FOR APPARENT MOnON

It is clear from the fact that there is a restricted range
of SOAs (or, alternatively, ISIs) which give rise to
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Insensitive to Direction-of-Contrast

Sensitive to Direction-of-Motion

Level 2 Level 3 Level 3 Level 2

I t t level 1 t t I

FIGURE 4. The motion OC Filter: Level 1 registers the input
pattern. Level 2 consists ot sustained response cells with
oriented receptive tields that are sensitive to direction-ot-
contrast. Level 3 consists ot transient response cells with
unoriented receptive tields that are sensitive to direction-ot-
change in the total cell input. Level 4 cells combine sustained
cell and transient cell signals to become sensitive to direc-
tion-ot-motion and sensitive to direction-ot-contrast. Level 5
cells combine Level 4 cells to become sensitive to direction-
ot-motion and insensitive to direction-ot-contrast.

apparent motion, that there must be a function which
defines the probability of perceived motion as a func-
tion of the SOA (or ISI). In this article, this function
is called the temporal form factor for apparent mo-
tion.

Similarly, the probability of producing apparent
motion falls off as a function of the spatial separation
of the flashes at any fixed temporal separation. Thus,
there is also a spatial form factor for apparent mo-
tion.

In an important article combining experimental
with theoretical analysis, Burt and Sperling (1981)
demonstrated that these spatial and temporal form
factors for apparent motion are independent of one
another, at least to first approximation. That is, the
probability of perceived motion at a particular ISI
and spatial separation pair is given by the product
of the probability for seeing motion at that ISI times
the probability for seeing motion at that spatial sep-
aration.

This result was arrived at by creating displays
which gave rise to alternative (and exclusive) appar-
ent motion paths. Thus the various potential per-
ceived motion paths were paired against one another.
Particular paths were found to dominate as a function
of ISI and element spatial separation. Burt and Sper-
ling found the transition points at which the proba-
bilities of motion along two different potential mo-
tion paths were equal. Their critical experimental
finding was that these transition points were ap-
proximately independent of the observer's viewing
distance from the display. Thus, the transition points
were found to be approximately scale invariant.

From this finding of scale invariance, Burt and
Sperling were able to show that the probability of
perceived motion along a given path is a separable
function of the spatial and temporal distances be-
tween the elements along that path. They further
concluded that the temporal form factor is approx-
imately of the form

TABLE 1
Levels of Motion OC Filter

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Input pattern

Sustained Response Cells
Time-averaged and shunted signals
from rectified outputs of spatially
filtered oriented receptive fields.

Transient Response Cells
Rectified outputs of time-averaged
and shunted signals from
unoriented change-sensitive cells.

Local Motion Detectors
Pairwise gating of sustained and
transient response combinations.
Sensitive to direction-of-contrast.
Sensitive to direction-of-motion.

Long-range Gaussian Filter

Motion-direction detectors
Contrast-enhancing competition.
Insensitive to direction-of-contrast.
Sensitive to direction-of-motion.

Level 4 ~ 5

Level 5

S(t) = raIle-PI, (1)

where lX, P > O. According to this theory, the prob-
ability of perceived movement goes to zero for very
short as well as very long ISIs; and is maximal at the
~mporal separation lx.

Burt and Sperling also concluded that the spatial
form factor must go to zeto as the spatial separation
of the display element becomes large, and for small
spatial separation this form factor must approach
some finite limit. Burt and Sperling defined the spa-
tial form factor, as a function of distance d, by

S(d) -d -Iexp( -yd-I). (2)

Using (1) and (2), they defined the space-time form
factor by

S(d, t) = S(t)S(d); (3)
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that is, space-time average Xi of the input pattern 1;, as in

(6)

where ~i is an unoriented spatial kernel. Then let

y t = max (~Xi L r, 0) (7)

and

Yi =max(O-~Xi'O), (8)

where rand n are constant thresholds. Activity
y t models the response of a transient on-cell, and
activity Y i models the response of a transient off-
cell. This approximation may be improved by a neur-
ally more plausible model in which the time deriv-
ative operation is replaced by a feedforward
inhibitory interneuron (Grossberg, 1970).

S(d, t) = ta.8e-pt-ld-ld-l. (4)

They noted that the "correction factor, exp( -yd-l),
...has little effect at large d but. ..forces s to 0
at d = O. In fact, we tried several different correction
factors as we found that the predictions were not
sensitive to the form of the correction factor. What
matters is that corrected S(d, t) approaches a rea-
sonable limit, not infinity, as d goes to zero" (Burt
& Sperling, 1981, p. 187). In addition, Burt and Sper-
ling showed that possible motion paths compete, and
that the path with greatest strength determines the
motion percept. The motion BCS provides an ex-
planation of a separable space-time form factor that
satisfies these constraints.

A single-scale, I-D version of the motion OC Fil-
ter that is sufficient for present purposes is next de-
fined, and summarized in Figure 4 and Table 1.

8. EQUADONS FOR A MODON
OC FILTER

Levell: Stimulus Representation

In the I-D theory, let Ii denote the luminance of the
input at position i.

Level 2: Oriented Sustained-Response Filter

In the 2-D theory, spatially aligned arrays of cells
are defined with like-oriented receptive fields that
are sensitive to the same direction-of-contrast (Fig-
ure 4). In the I-D theory, only horizontal motions
are considered. It therefore suffices to consider two
types of such cells, one which responds to a light-
dark luminance contrast (designated by L, for left)
and the other which responds to a dark-light lumi-
nance contrast (designated by R, for right), that filter
the input pattern Ii. Output pathways from like cells
converge (see Figure 4) to generate inputs JiL and
JiR at each position i. The activity Xik of the ith target
cell obeys a membrane equation

Level 4: Sustained- Transient Gating:
Direction-or-Contrast Sensitivity and
Direction-or-Motion Sensitivity

Sustained output signals from Level 2 are gated by
transient output signals from Level 3 in a manner
that renders cells at Level 4 sensitive to direction-of-
motion, but also sensitive to direction-of-contrast.
Two types of cells are sensitive to local rightward
motion: the (L, +) cells that respond to XiLyt and
the (R, -) cells that respond to XiRYi-' Two types
of cells are sensitive to local leftward motion: the
(L, -) cells that respond to XiLYi and the (R, +)
cells that respond to XiR Yt. All of these cells inherit
the sensitivity to direction-of-contrast of their inputs
from Level 2 sustained-response cells.

Level 5 cells are also sensitive to direction-of-mo-
tion, but are rendered insensitive to direction-of-con-
trast as a result of a receptive field organization which
combines the responses of Level 4 cell types that
signal same direction-of-motion but opposite direc-
tion-of-contrast. This interaction is the analog within
the motion OC Filter of the interaction within the
static OC Filter whereby simple cell outputs are com-
bined to form complex cell inputs (Figure 2).ddt Xik = -AXik + (1 -BXik)Jik, (5)

where k = L, R, which performs a time average of
the input lit.

Level 5: Spatial Filtering and Competition

To define this interaction, let

rj = XjLyt + XjRYi (9)

and

Level 3: Unoriented Transient-Response Filter

The outputs of the oriented sustained-response cells
are gated by the responses of cells with unoriented
receptive fields that are sensitive to transient incre-
ments and decrements, respectively, in the input pat-
tern. These transient-response cells may be modeled
in a simple way as time derivatives of an unoriented

Ii = XiLYi + XiRyt (10)

be the total response of local right motion and left
motion detectors, respectively, at position i of Level
4. Signal rj increases if either a light-dark or dark-
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light contrast moves to the right. Signal!; increases
if either a light-dark or dark-light contrast moves to
the left.

These local motion signals are filtered by a long-
range Gaussian function

Gji = H exp[ -(j -i)2/2K2] (11)

on their way to Level 5. The total input signal to the
right-motion detector at position i of Level 5 is

R; = 2: 'jGji. (12)
j

The corresponding left-motion input is

Lj = L fjGj;-
j

(13)

Contrast-enhancing competitive, or lateral inhibi-
tory, interactions within Level 5 generate the acti-
vations at this level that encode motion information.
A contrast-enhancing competitive interaction has
also been modeled at the complex cell level of the
static OC Filter (Grossberg, 1987b; Grossberg &
Marshall, 1989). The simplest assumption is that the
competition is tuned to select that population whose
input is maximal (Grossberg, 1973, 1982, 1988b), as
in

XiL}, represents the peak, or maximal activity, of a
broad spatial pattern of activation across the net-
work. The broad activation pattern (Figure 5b) is
generated by the long-range Gaussian filter Gji in
(11) in response to a spatially localized flash to Level
1 (Figure 5a). The sharply localized response func-
tion XiR} is due to the contrast-enhancing action of
the competitive network within Level 5 (Figure 5c).
A stationary localized xiR} response will be generated
in response to a single flashing input every time it
occurs.

In contrast, suppose that two input flashes occur
with the following spatial and temporal separations.
Let the positions of the flashes be i = 1 and i = N.
Let the activity rl(t) in (9) caused by the first flash
start to decay as the activity rN(t) in (9) caused by
the second flash starts to grow. Suppose, moreover,
that the flashes are close enough that their spatial
patterns rl G1i and rNG ni overlap. Then the total input

R; = rlGli + rNGNi (16)

to the ith cell in Level 5 can change in such a way
that the maximum value of the spatial pattern Ri(t)
through time, namely XiR}(t) in (14), first occurs at
i = 1, then i = 2, then i = 3, and so on until i =
N. A percept of continuous motion from the position
of the first flash to that of the second will result.

This basic property of the motion OC Filter is
illustrated by the computer simulations schematized
in Figures 6-8. Figure 6 depicts the temporal re-

(R) - { I ifRi>Rj,j#i
Xi -0 otherwise, (14)

and

SPATIAL RESPONSE TO A
SINGLE FLASH

X(L) = {I if Lj > .Lj, j ~ i (15)
I 0 otherwise.

This assumption was made for simplicity in our com-
puter simulations. The functions X~R) and X~L) change
through time in a manner that idealizes parametric
properties of the apparent motion phenomena sche-
matized in Figure 3. More generally, we suggest that
this competitive process partially contrast-enhances
its input pattern and thereby generates a motion sig-
nal whose breadth across space increases with the
breadth of its inducing input pattern.

XiR

SPACE
(a)

Ri = ~rjGji
J9. INTUITIVE EXPLANAllON OF

CONTINUOUS MOllON PATHS FROM
SPAllALLY STATIONARY FLASHES

The model equations listed in section 8 provide an
answer to the questions posed in section 3 concerning
why individual flashes do not produce a percept of
long-range motion, yet long-range interaction be-
tween spatially discrete pairs of flashes can produce
a spatially sharp percept of continuous motion.

Intuitively, a signal for motion will arise when one
fhf .(R)(R) (R)or more 0 t e unctions Xi , Xi+I' Xi+2' ..., are

activated sequentially through time, or alternativelythf .(L) (L) (L) .
de unctions Xi , Xi-I' Xi-2' ..., are activate se-

q\!entially through time. Each activation X~R), or

(RJ
xi

SPACE
(c)

FIGURE 5. Spatial response of the Motion OC Filter to a point
input. (a) Sustained activity of a Level 2 cell. (b) Total input
pattern to LevelS. (c) Contrast-enhanced response at
LevelS.
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TEMPORAL RESPONSE TO A
SINGLE FLASH

TEMPORAL RESPONSE TO
TWO SUCCESSIVE FLASHES

INPUT
INPUTS

JIR(t)
JIR(t)

t
(a)

TIME-AVERAGE

XiR(t) JNR(t)

~

tTIME
(b)

TIME-AVERAGESGROWTH OF ACTIVATION AS A
FUNCTION OF SPACE AND TIME

XIR(t)

==--
~ = ~rjGji

1
XNR(t) /1\

(c)

FIGURE 6. Temporal response of sustained response cells
to a point input: (a) The input is presented for a brief duration
at location 1. (b) The activity of the sustained response cell

gradually builds up after input onset, then decays after input
offset. (c) Growth of the input pattern to Level 5 through time
with transient cell activity held constant. The activity pattern
retains a Gaussian shape centered at the location of the

input.

I i I~' :~ : : .,.
: Cc ~

I
TIME i

F:IGURE 7. Temporal response of the sustained response
c:ells at Level 2 to two successive point inputs. One input is
presented briefly at location 1, followed by a second input
at location N. For an appropriately timed display, the decay-
ing response at position 1 overlaps the rising response at
position N.

continuously to the right. Figure 8b depicts the po-
sition X~R)(t) of the maximum value at the corre-
sponding times.

In summary, the time-averaged and space-aver-
aged responses to individual flashes do not change
their position of maximal activation through time
(Figure 6c). In this case, "nothing moves." On the
other hand, properly phased multiple flashes can
generate a temporally and spatially averaged total
response whose maximum moves continuously be-
tween the positions of the flashes through time (Fig-
ure 8).

sponse to a single flash at position 1 of Levell. The
sustained cell response at position 1 of Level 2 under-
goes a gradual growth and decay of activation (Figure
6b), although the position of maximal activation in
the input to LevelS does not change through time
(Figure 6c).

Figure 7 illustrates an important implication of the
fact that the Level 2 cell activations persist after their
Levell inputs shut off. If a flash at position 1 is
followed, after an appropriate delay, by a flash at
position N, then the sustained response to the first
flash [e.g., X1R(t)] can decay while the response to
the second flash [e.g., XNR(t)] grows.

Assume for the moment that transient signals are
constant and let us examine the way in which the
waxing and waning of sustained cell responses con-
trol the motion percept. Then the total input pattern
R; to LevelS can change through time in the manner
depicted in Figure 8. Each row of Figure 8a illustrates
the total input to LevelS caused, at a prescribed time
t, by X1R(t) alone, by XNR(t) alone, and by both flashes
together. Successive rows plot these functions at
equally spaced later times. Note that as X1R(t) decays
and XNR(t) grows, the maximum value ofR;(t) moves

10. RELATION BETWEEN FLASH SPATIAL
SEPARAllON AND SPATIAL SCALE

In the classic Neuhaus (1930) study of apparent mo-
tion in response to two-flash displays, it was discov-
ered that there is a restricted range of interflash
spatial separations over which apparent motion can
be induced. This range extends from very close stim-
ulus separations to about 4 degrees of visual angle.
The precise upper limit on the spatial separations
which give rise to motion depend on both the ob-
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LONG-RANGE INTERACTION SHARP MOTION SIGNAL

if ~ > Rj, j =I i
otherwise

X}R) = { ~Ri = ~ rjGji
J

Ri x(~)
J.~,-, ~~,~

;t:=34

(R)
xiRi

t=39

R.
], x(R)i

t:=44

R.
1. (R)X.

1.

t=49

SPACE SPACE
(a) 'I (b)

FIGURE 8. Motion OC Filter simulation in response to a two flash display. Successive rows correspond to increasing times:
(a) The two lower curves in each row depict the total input to LevelS caused by each of the two flashes. The input due to the
left flash decreases while the input due to the right flash increases. The total input due to both flashes is a traveling wave
whose maximum value moves from the location of the first flash to that of the second flash. (b) Position of the contrast-
enhanced response at LevelS. Frame 1 offset and Frame 2 onset both occurred at t = 32, so that ISI = O. Parameter A = 0.05,

B = 0, K = 42, and; = 1, 2, ..., 128. The transient responses were held fixed at 1. See text for further details.

ration which limits the spatial extent of the apparent
motion process, we analyzed the relationship be-
tween the size of the receptive fields (i.e., the Gaus-
sian spatial kernels) in the motion OC Filter and the
value of the critical flash separation.

In Figure 9 is shown a spatiotemporal diagram of
a typical stimulus configuration employed as input
in this simulation series. The stimulus display is rep-
resented as a 32 x 32 matrix of luminance values.
This matrix describes the evolution over 32 time steps

server and various properties of the stimulus ele-
ments.

In the first series of parametric computer simu-
lations (hereafter Series I), our goals were to dem-
onstrate that the model produces apparent motion
over a range of flash separations, and that there exists
a critical flash separation beyond which the model
fails to produce the illusion of movement.

In addition to demonstrating that the model cor-
rectly predicts the existence of a critical flash sepa-
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occurring in one position does not generate a con-
tinuous motion path, yet a properly timed series of
two or more flashes in more than one position may
generate a continuous motion path. In addition,
these simulations provide parametric illustrations of
prior analytic computations (see Appendix) which
predicted that, for a fixed receptive field size K, the
critical spatial separation between flashes, corre-
sponding to the threshold between reports of "No
motion" and "Motion," is related to K by the equa-
tion

FIGURE 9. Space-time diagram of a two flash apparent mo-
tion display. The stimulus is represented as a 32 x 32 matrix
of luminance values. The rectangles in the figure represent
the spatiotemporal boundaries of a Frame 1 flash of width 3
centered at position s = 3 and presented from time t = 4 to
t = 16; and a Frame 2 flash of width 3 centered at s = 24

and presented from t = 16 to t = 28.

Lcril = 2K. (17)

Thus, we expected that, for fixed values of K, the
model would produce an output that simulated mo-
tion for values of L < Lcrit, and an output that sim-
ulated stationarity for values of L > Lcrit.

The simulations summarized in Figure 10 illustrate
this property of the model. The rows of graphs in
Figure 10 each correspond to a particular value of
the flash separation L. From bottom to top, the val-
ues of L increase from 5 to 25 in steps of 4. The
columns of graphs in the figure each correspond to
a particular value of the receptive field size param-
eter K. Across columns, K is varied from 3 to 15 in
steps of 4.

As in Figure 9, the rectangular outlines shown in
each panel of Figure 10 describes the spatiotemporal
extent of each of the two flashes. The x-axis repre-
sents the 32 time steps in the simulation, and the y-
axis represents the 32 spatial locations in the 1-D
stimulus image. In all panels, the temporal param-
eters and intensity of the stimulus are the same as in
the example shown in Figure 9 and described above.

The circles plotted in each panel give the locations
i at each time step of the maxima X}R) in (14). Large
circles represent global maxima of activity, and small
circles represent other local maxima. We suggest that
it is the paths of these maxima that are phenome-
nologically observed in reports of apparent motion.

For fixed K and L < 2K, the activities Ri gener-
ated by the two separate flashes sum to create a single
global maximum of activity that moves from the lo-
cation of the first flash to that of the second as the
neural activity resulting from the presence of the first
flash decays after the flash is terminated and the
activity due to the second flash builds up after the
onset of the second flash. Figure 8a show a series of
the spatial patterns Ri plotted through time to illus-
trate the motion trajectory of the maximum value.
In this illustration, the decaying trace of an input
flash of width 3 centered at s = 8 interacts with the
increasing neural activity due to the onset of a second
flash of width 3 centered at s = 24. The total input
to position i at Level 5 of the model due to the flash
centered at s = 8 is thus ~J=7 rjGji. Similarly, the
Level 5 input at position i due to the flash centered
at s = 24 is ~~23 rjGji.

of a one-dimensional spatial input image vector of
length 32. The x-axis represents the temporal di-
mension of the stimulus display, and the y-axis rep-
resents the spatial dimension.

In the example shown in the figure, a flash of
luminance 10.0 and spatial width 3 centered at the
spatial coordinate s = 8 is superimposed on a black
background beginning at time t = 4. The stimulus
flash is then displayed in that spatial position until
time t = 16, at which time it is turned off. At the
same time that the first flash is turned off, a second
flash of luminance 10.0 and spatial width 3 centered
at s = 24 is turned on. This second flash remains on
in this position for a duration of 12 time units, until
it is turned off at t = 28.

In this example, the center-to-center spatial sep-
aration of the two flashes is 16 units. Let us denote
by the symbol L the spatial separation of the flashes
in a given simulation. In Series I, we factorially var-
ied L with values of the spatial spread parameter K
of the Gaussian kernel in eqn (11).

For the purposes of this series of simulations, we
simplified the front-end (Levels 1-3) of the motion
OC Filter by assuming, first, that the sustained cells
responded at the center of the stimuli, rather than
at their edges; and, second, that the transient cell
responses always took on a value of 1. In all Series
I runs, the values of the parameters A and B in eqn
(5) were set equal to .12 and 0, respectively.

The first of these assumptions had the effect of
superimposing the motion paths of the X~R) and X~L)
signals defined in eqns (14) and (15), respectively.
The second assumption made it easier to understand
the nature of the spatiotemporal interactions of the
activities generated by the two separate flashes in-
volved in producing an apparent motion path. In
particular, simulations using this approximation
show clearly why a single flash, or series of flashes,
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APPARENT MOTION THRESHOLD DEPENDS
ON THE SPATIAL SEPARATION BETWEEN

FLASHES AND THE SCALB OP THB MOTION
OC FILTER

L-,.£.-
.0.....

ij~'.

c:===:J
0..,0-

0
0

0.
0

_0

L = 17.

L -9.

L = 5.

(Lori' = 2K Rule)

FIGURE 10. Paths of the Level 5 motion signal as a function of flash separation L and Gaussian filter width K. The rectangular
outlines in each panel represent the spatiotemporal extent of the two stimulus flashes. Large circles are plotted at the locations
of the global maximum of the right-motion signal pattern R1 over 32 time steps. Small circles represent locations of other local
maxima of pattern Ri. A continuous motion signal occurs If L :0; 2K. Parameter A = .12 and B = O. Transient responses were

fixed at 1 through time. See text for further details.
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In contrast, for values L > 2K, the neural activ-
ities due to the separate flashes do not combine to
produce a single global maximum which moves over
time. Instead, two local maxima appear at the lo-
cations of the separate flashes and remain fixed in
place over the time-course of the simulation. We
identify the case of the stationary local maxima with
reports of lights blinking on and off in place.

11. PARllAL MOTIONS AND EQUAL
TIME MULTIPLE SCALE MOllONS

The transition from motion to blinking-in-place oc-
curs in the simulations at the spatial separation
Lcrit = 2K. For values of L slightly greater than Lcrit,
a transitional percept is produced by the model, as
in row 1, column 3 and row 3, column 2 of Figure
10. We suggest that this result corresponds to reports
in the literature of "partial movements" (Kolers,
1972; Wertheimer, 1912).

It is of interest to compare motion paths produced
by the model at different scales (i.e., different values
of the parameter K) in response to an identical stim-
ulus. For the purposes of this comparison we plot
the motion paths for different values of K corre-
sponding to a single flash separation (L = 16) in
Figure 11. In order to avoid a cluttered diagram, we
have replaced the circles which previously marked
the time-course of the locations of the local and

global maxima with smooth curves. Each curve cor-
responds to a different K.

As noted above, for fixed L, motion will only be
observed at receptive field scales where K > L/2.
Moreover, the motion paths produced at scales larger
than K = L/2 are, in general, not straight lines.
Paths following straight lines on our space-time dia-
grams indicate constant velocity motions. Instead,
the model predicts that motion accelerates away from
the location of the first flash, then decelerates into
the location of the second flash (see Appendix).
These acceleration effects produced by the model
are consistent with the observations of two-flash ap-
parent motion displays. Furthermore, as K ap-
proaches the value of L/2 from above, the slope of
the motion curve becomes very steep, indicating high
velocities. Such high velocities may exceed the ve-
locity sensitive range of motion detectors which are
activated by the moving peak of neural activity whose
path is charted in these diagrams. When this happens
there will exist a spatial region in the center of the
path of the peak for which the motion will be un-
detectable, although partial movements will still be
registered as accelerations away from the first flash,
followed by disconnected decelerations into the sec-
ond flash. This prediction of the model is, again
consistent with observations of partial movement
(Kolers, 1972, p. 9).

Although the motion paths traversed by the mov-
ing global maxima within different spatial scales K
and distances L do not strictly overlap, they all have
the property of passing the point which lies exactly
halfway between the locations of the first and second
flashes at the same instant of time. This Equal Half-
Time Property was proved analytically prior to the
simulations (Grossberg, 1977). The analytic deriva-
tion of the property is given in the Appendix. The
Equal Half-Time Property clarifies how the move-
ment of the peak neural activity can speed up to cover
larger distances in the same amount of time when
flashes are placed at greater distances L while keep-
ing the ISI constant. Indeed, it has been shown ex-
perimentally that "large variations in distance are
accommodated within a near-constant amount of
time" (Kolers, 1972, p. 26). This property also clar-
ifies how the motion paths generated by multiple
spatial scales K can remain approximately in phase
to generate a coherent total motion signal.~

MOTION PATHS GENERATED BY
FILTERS OF DIFFERENT SPATIAL SCALES

w
0«
0-
(/)

TIME
FIGURE 11. Apparent motion paths produced by the motion
OC Filters given four different vailies of spatial scale K.

Curves corresponding to different scales cross at a location

exactly halfway between the locations of the two flashes
(Equal Half-Time Property). The stimulus was represented
as a 320 x 320 luminance matrix. Parameter A = .012 (equiv-
alent to A = 0.12 for a 32 x 32 simulation). The curves
correspond to K = 90 (steepest sigmoid), 110, 130, and 150

(shallowest sigmoid). As A ~ 00, curves corresponding to
different K converge.

12. GROUP MOTION IN RESPONSE TO
THE TERNUS DISPLAY

In the second series of computer runs (Series II), we
simulated the Temus display. A space-time diagram
of the simulated Temus display is shown in Figure
12. As in the Seriesl simulations, tne stimulus in
these runs was represented as a 32 x 32 space-time
matrix of luminance values. All parameters except
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the equally spaced spatial positions 6, 13, and 20. In
Frame 2, the element centers were located at posi-
tions 13, 20, and 27. Thus two of the three element
locations were the same in both frames.

The duration of each frame was fixed at 12 time
units. The first frame was turned on at t = 4, and
off at t = 16. Figure 12a corresponds to the case in
which the ISI = O. In Figure 12b, the ISI of the
display equals 3.

In the Series II runs, we manipulated the receptive
field size parameter K to show how whole motion
could be generated if the value of K is chosen large
enough. Across panels from left to right, K is in-
creased from 2 to 8 in steps of 2. The spatiotemporal
parameters of the stimulus display remain fixed
across panels. When K is small (e.g., 2), the output
indicates the presence of local maxima at the spatial
locations of each individual element of the Ternus
display, which thus appear to remain stationary over
time. When K is large (e.g., ~ 4), only one spatial
maximum in the output is observed through time.
This single maximum first appears in the center of
the three elements presented in Frame 1 at the onset
of that frame, and moves smoothly towards the cen-
ter of the three elements in Frame 2 after the onset
of this frame (Figure 13).

ISI = 3

FIGURE 12. Space-time diagrams of two Ternus displays: (a)
ISI = 0 (b) ISI = 3. The stimulus was represented as a 32 x
32 luminance matrix. The rectangular outlines represent the
spatiotemporal extent of the flashes. See text for spatiotem-
poral parameters of the display.

13. ELEMENT MOTION IS DUE TO THE
GATING OF SUSTAINED MECHANISMS

BY TRANSIENT MECHANISMS

The stationary maxima that occur when K is small
are due to 'the fact that the Gaussian-filtered signals
in eqns (11)-(13) that are generated by the three
elements in each frame of the Ternus display do not
significantly interact across space. At sufficiently
large values of K, the Gaussian-filtered signals due
to the individual elements in each frame summate
across space to yield a single global maximum at the

K were chosen as in the Series I simulations. Each
frame of the display consisted of three simultane-
ously presented 1-D luminance patches superim-
posed on a black background. Each patch was made
up of 3 pixels of luminance 10.0. In Frame 1, the
centers of the three Ternus elements were located at

TERNUS DISPLAY:
VARYING THE MOTION OC FILTER

SCALE

I I

I I~,~
o~
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FIGURE 13. Group motion due to a Ternus display: Space-time paths of global maxima (large circles) and other local maxima

(small circles) corresponding to Gaussian filters of four widths K. In order to generate apparent motion, K must be large enough
so that responses to the single flashes can combine to produce a single moving global peak. Given such a K, group motion
always occurs if the transient responses are fixed at a positive constant value. See text for spatiotemporal parameters of the

display.
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interaction of the transient cell mechanism with the
sustained cell mechanism, as in eqns (9) and (10).
This result supports and explains the intuition de-
rived from experiments that "visual persistence"
controls the percept of element motion by causing
the perceived stationarity of the inner elements of
the Ternus display (section 5).

Such a multiplicative of XiL by y t to generate a
right motion signal and by Yi to generate a left
motion signal, and of XiR by Yi to generate a right
motion signal and by Yt to generate a left motion
signal, eliminates the ambiguity that exists between
direction-of-contrast and direction-of-motion. We
hereby reduce the transition from element motion to
group motion to a basic property of motion-sensitive
receptive fields.

position of the middle element in each frame (Figure
14). If K is chosen sufficiently large for interactions
to occur between frames, then as the activation
caused by Frame 1 decays and the activation caused
by Frame 2 grows, the maximum activation moves
smoothly from a location at the middle of Frame 1
to the middle of Frame 2.

This result suggests two conclusions: (a) group
motion may result when the interaction length K is
chosen sufficiently large to enable the Gaussian-fil-
tered activations caused by the two frames to inter-
act; and (b) at such values ofK, the global maximum
of activation within each frame occurs at the center
of the frame.

Given this result, how can element motion ever
be caused? If, in order for any motion to occur, K
must be chosen large enough to allow interactions
between Frames, then surely K will also be large
enough to enable the maximum activity to occur at
the center of each frame, thereby forcing group mo-
tion to occur whenever motion is produced.

Although this result is generated when the mo-
del's transient interactions are held constant, it is not
produced by the full model. We now trace the oc-
currence of element motion to the multiplicative

14. COMPARISON WITH THE
MARR-ULLMAN MODEL

Before proceeding to this demonstration, its signif-
icance may be clarified by a comparison of the mo-
tion OC Filter with the well-known Marr-Ullman
model (Table 2). Indeed, combining a product of a
sustained mechanisms with a transient mechanism
was the basic insight of the Marr and Ullman (1981)
model of motion detection. In the Marr-Ullman
model, the sustained channel was modeled as

S = V2G * I (18)

GROUP MOTION IN THE
TERNUS PARADIGM

If L < 2K spatially-filtered element edges
group to form one global maximum

and the transient channel was modeled as

XiR

SPACE
(a)

Rj = ~rjGji
J

where I is the input pattern. This Marr-Ullman
model is not, however, sufficient to explain our re-
sults for several reasons.

One reason is that the signals Jik in (5), yt in (7),
and Yi in (8) need to be rectified, unlike S and Tin
(18) and (19).

A second reason is that the temporal averaging in
eqns (5) and (6) is essential to achieve our results.

TABLE 2

(RJx.I Comparison with the Marr-Ullman Model

SPACE
(c)

FIGURE 14. Spatial summation underlying group motion re-
sponse to the Ternus display: Three sustained response pat-
terns across space in (a) generate Gaussian-distributed
inputs to Level 5 that summate into a unimodal total input
In (b) whose maximum value in (c) is centered at the middle
of the display. If the wlnner-take-all competition in (c) Is re-
placed by partial contrast-enhancement of the total pattern
in (b), then a motion signal is produced whose width covarles
with the total separation of the three flashes in each Ternus
frame.

S = V2G * I
aT=-S
at

S.T
Differences Between Marr-Uliman Model

and Motion BCS

1. Signal rectification
2. Temporal integration
3. Shunting dynamics

4. Long-range spatial interaction
5. Contrast-enhancing competition

6. Rationale
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SUSTAINED-TRANSIENT GATING

Ii

XiR

(sllStained)

Yi

(transient)

yt

(rectified)

Otherwise, the interaction between the temporal de-
cay of one activation and the temporal growth of
another activation centered at a different position
could not occur (Figure 7).

A third reason is that the shunting interactions in
eqns (5) and (6) are needed, in general, to generate
finite maximal activations 1/ Band D/ E, respec-
tively, within which the Eosition and the size of the
global maxima X~R) and XiL) in eqns (14) and (15) can
be controlled even if input intensities Ii vary by large
amounts.

A fourth reason is that the Gaussian kernel Gji in
(11), which determines the spatial extent of the Level
5 receptive fields, is much broader than that envis-
aged by Marr and Ullman (1981). Their Gaussian G
in eqns (18) and (19) corresponds to the local spatial
filtering that sets up the individual inputs fiL and fiR
in eqn (5).

A fifth reason is that the contrast-enhancing com-
petitive interaction at Level 5 does not exist in their
model, because the long-range Gaussian Gj; does not
exist.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the design
rationale for the motion OC Filter was not articu-
lated in the Marr-Ullman model. The need for a
special design that enables insensitivity to direction-
of-contrast to coexist with sensitivity to direction-of-
motion does not become salient until one studies a
static OC Filter in which insensitivity to direction-of
contrast implies insensitivity to direction-of-motion
(Figure 2). In the Marr-Ullman model, simplified
individual terms such as S .T were modeled, but not
their combinations, as in eqns (9) and (10).

The property of insensitivity to direction-of-con-
trast in the static BCS reflects one of the fundamental
new insights of this model of vision. Insensitivity to
direction-of-contrast is possible within the BCS be-
cause all boundary segmentations within the BCS are
perceptually invisible. Visibility is a property of a
complementary system, the Feature Contour Sys-
tem, or FCS (Cohen & Grossberg, 1984; Grossberg,
1987a; Grossberg & Mingolla, 1985a; Grossberg &
Todorovic, 1988), whose computations are sensitive
to direction-of-contrast. Thus the Marr-Ullman
model could not articulate the heuristics of the mo-
tion BCS because it was not based on an understand-
ing of BCS/FCS complementarity.

input in time, sustained and transient reactions in-
teract at Level 4 to generate a unimodal response
functionxiRyt. Note that flash duration must be suff-
ficient to generate a time interval where both the
sustained response XiR and the transient response
yt are large. The existence of such a "figure for-
mation" function has been experimentally reported
(Kolers, 1972). Relevant data are summarized in Fig-
ure 16.

As a result of the time required in the model for
figure formation, the apparent motion percept may
be influenced by the flash duration as well as the ISI.
Because the SOA is the sum of the flash duration
and the ISI (see section 4), the importance of figure
formation time in the model may explain why ex-
perimentalists have debated whether it is the manip-
ulation of ISI or SOA that is critical in apparent
motion studies.

Note that the present model also identifies the
figure formation time of Kolers with the temporal
form factor for apparent motion analyzed by Burt
and Sperling [see section 7, especiallyeqn (1)].

Figure 17 summarizes how the sustained and tran-
sient reactions combine in response to the onset and

15. FORMATION TIME, GAMMA MOTION,
AND THE SYNfHESIS OF A GLOBAL

MOnON SIGNAL FROM LOCAL
MOnON SIGNALS

The sustained oriented reactions (XiL, XiR) and the
transient on and off reactions (yt, Yi) interact to
generate some remarkable properties.

Figure 15 illustrates how, in response to a step
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FIGURE 17. Gamma motion dueto onset and offset of a single
flash: A single bright flash on a dark background gives rise
to sustained and transient response at the locations of its

edges that produce an apparent outward expansion at flash
onset and an inward contraction at flash offset.

Figural organisation in the TernU8 display depend.
critically on the pre.ence or ah.ence of local tr&D8ient
activities at Po.itions 2 and 3.

(b)
ISI = 0 ISI>O

FIGURE 16. Figure-formation time for perceiving good mo-
tion: (a) Probability of seeting beta motion in response to a
two flash apparent motion display as a function of the onset-
to-onset interval SOA for flashes of duration 24, 98, 130, and
215 ms. (b) Probability of seeing beta motion as a function
of 151 for various combinations of dissimilar shapes. The
simulated temporal form factor generated in Figure 15 has
a shape similar to the empirically derived figure-formation
function. Reprinted with permission from P. A. Kolers, As-
pects of motion perception, 1972 (Figures 3.5 and 4.4), Per-
gamon Press pic.

offset of a single luminant step on a less luminant
background. At stimulus onset, the local left motion
signal Ij is activated at the left side of the step,
whereas the local right motion signal rj is activated
at the right side of the step. Thus there is a tendency,
at least as measured by local motion signals, for stim-
ulus onset to create an impression of stimulus ex-
pansion. The opposite is true at signal offset; local
motion signals, in themselves, create an impression
of stimulus contraction. This property is sometimes
called gamma motion (Bartley, 1941; Kolers, 1972).

When two luminance steps at different positions
are sequentially activated through time, their local
signals rj interact across space to generate Rj, and
their local signals l; interact to generate Lj.

Ij(t) U=:J==l-,-_lp-D

xiR ( t ) IL::==~=~~~~~:::: ~~=~::::::::L:

Y j ( t ) I 1"'-- r:::::= ~=1:;?1:::::::-

Y i ( t ) l~::::~ ,--- lt~___~:::::::::

xiR(t)yt(t) lL"-'", ~~
TIME i TIME

(a) (b)

FIGURE 18. Mechanisms for generating group amd element
motion in the Ternus display. (a) Element motion when ISI
is sufficiently small: At display locations 2 and 3, no transient

responses YI are generated at the offset of Frame 1 or the
,onset of Frame 2. Thus, no contribution to the overall motion
signal is made by these locations. Element motion results.

(b) Group motion when ISI is sufficiently large (ISI = 40):
Gated sustained-transient signals develop at all display lo-

cations, including locations 2 and 3, and thus contribute to
the overall motion signal. Group motion results. Parameters
A = .09, B = 0, C = .09, D = .09, and E = 0, and ~1'IF11 =

J/.

CD

e
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In response to a Ternus display at an ISI = 0
(Figure 12a), the on-transient detectors Yj+ and the
off-transient detectors Yj- are inactive at the positions
of the second and third luminance steps when Frame
1 switches to Frame 2, as in Figure 18a. Thus the
local motion signals rj and Ij equal zero at these po-
sitions and do not contribute to the synthesis of Rj
and Lj, respectively. Only the first luminance step
in Frame 1 and the fourth luminance step in Frame
2 interact across space to generate Rj and Lj. Element
motion is then generated between these extremal
stimuli of the display by the same mechanisms that
generate beta motion between two flashes.

In contrast, suppose that the ISI is chosen suffi-
ciently large that the transient detectors can respond
both to the offset and the onset of the second and
third luminance steps in Frames 1 and 2, as in Figure
18b. Then each of the four luminance steps generates
appropriately timed local motion signals rj and Ij,
which interact across space to form Rj and Lj. Group
motion is then generated in the manner described in
section 12.

16. SIMULAnNG THE TRANSmON
BETWEEN ELEMENT MOnON AND

GROUP MOTION

In the final set of simulations (Series III), we intro-
duced all of the mathematical features of the motion
OC Filter defined in section 8. Specifically, the sus-
tained cell activation XiL responds to an increase of
contrast to the left, whereas XiR responds to an in-
crease of contrast to the right. Thus we located XiL
and XiR at the right and left edges, respectively, of
the Ternus display elements. The responses of these
sustained mechanisms were gated with the responses
of the yt and yi transient mechanisms to derive local
left- and right-motion signals according to eqns (9)
and (10). Thus, in these simulations, two sets of
space-time output plots were generated for every set
of stimulus conditions. These two sets of output cor-
responded to the X~R) and X~L) of eqns (14) and (15).

In Figure 19 are plotted the results of varying the
ISI of the Ternus display on the motion paths com-
puted by the model. The space-time diagrams shown
in column 1 correspond to the X~L) (top row) and
X~R) (bottom row) outputs in response to a Ternus
display with ISI = O. The diagrams in column 2
correspond to a Ternus display with ISI = 14.

These simulations were performed on a 128 x
128 space-time input matrix of luminance to achieve
a finer spatiotemporal resolution than in earlier se-
ries;As in the previous simulations, the rectangular
outlines in the diagrams designate the spatiotemporal
boundaries of the elements in the Ternus display. In
the simulations, term ~j Ij~i in eqn (6) was set equal

to 10.0 at all element edges. Term Jik in eqn (5) was
also set equal to 10.0 at the edges.

The elements in the first frames were each 9 pixels
wide. In Frame 1, the elements were centered at
spatial locations S = 12, 48, and 84. In Frame 2,
they were centered at locations S = 48, 84, and 120.
The duration of each frame was 56 time units. Frame
1 was turned on at t = 2, and off at t = 58. In the
zero ISI simulations, Frame 2 was turned on at t =
58 and off at t = 114. In the simulations in which
the ISI = 14, Frame 2 was turned on at t = 72, and
off at t = 128.

The spatial scale K was fixed at a value of 60. The
parameters in eqns (5) and (6), which determine the
temporal response of the front-end sustained and
transient mechanisms were set to the values A =
0.05, B = 0, C = 0.05, D = 0.05, and E = O. The
increase in the temporal resolution by a factor of 4
in the Series III simulations implies a redefinition of
the time scale, and thus the decay constant. The
values of 0.05 chosen here for both decay constants
A and C are physically equivalent to the value 0.20
employed in the simulations of Series I and II.

In order to exhibit the properties of the model
that produce the transition from the percept of ele-
ment motion to that of group motion as the ISI of
the display is increased, we plot in Figure 20 the
neural activities of several component processes of
the motion OC Filter in response to Ternus displays
with ISI = 0 (first column), and ISI = 14 (second

column).
Each row in Figure 20 corresponds to the output

of a particular model variable. In rows (A) through
(F) are shown the responses of the oriented sustained
mechanisms Xik, the time derivatives d/dt Xi of the
unoriented mechanisms, the activities of the Yi+ and
Yi- transient mechanisms, the local left-motion sig-
nals 4 and right-motion signals ri, the spatially-con-
volved l~ft-motion signals Li and right-motion signals
Ri.

The x-axis in each panel represents time, and the
y-axis in each panel corresponds to the magnitude
of the neural activity at a particula:r spatial location
and level of the model. Each of the spatial locations
plotted corresponds to the spatial location of an ele-
ment edge in the Ternus display. Left edges are des-
ignated by the letter "L," and right edges by the
letter "R." For the purpose of this plot we have
numbered the four spatial locations corresponding
to the positions of the elements in the display. Thus,
for example, "L1" refers to the spatial location of
the left edge of the element centered at s = 12 (ele-
ment location 1); and "R4" refers to the location of
the light edge of the element centered at s =-120
(element location 4).

The activities of the sustained mechanisms build
up slowly after the onset of a stimulus and decay
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gradually after a stimulus offset. The time derivatives
of these reactions respond differently to stimulus on-
set and offset. Onset causes a transient positive re-
action. Offset causes a transient negative reaction.
When the ISI = 0, neither positive nor negative
transients are observed at the onset of Frame 2 nor

the offset of Frame 1 at element locations 2 and 3.
When the ISI is increased to 14, positive and negative
transients are observed at these locations both at the
onset of Frame 2 and the offset of Frame 1, respec-
tively. This difference is the basis of element motion
and group motion, respectively, in the model.

FIGURE 19. Simulated group and element motion to Ternus displays: (a) Element motion response of a left-motion filter when
151 = o. (b) Group motion response of a left-motion filter when 151 > o. (c) Element motion response of a right-motion filter
when 151 = O. (d) Group motion response of a right-motion filter when 151 > O. Circles indicate the locations of the peak neural
activity at each of 128 time steps. See section 16 for further details.
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FIGURE 20. Level-by-level analysis of motion DC Filter responses to Ternus displays. The left column corresponds to ISI =
0, and the right to ISI > O. (A) Level 2 (sustained) responses X;L and XiR' (B) Level 3 (transient) responses d/dt X;. (C) Rectified
on transient [y+(t), solid lines] and off transient [y-(t), dotted lines]. (D) Level 4 local left [Ii' solid lines] and right ['i'
dotted lines] motion signals. (E) Gaussian-convolved input to Level 5; response of left motion filter (F) Gaussian-convolved
input to Level 5; response of right motion sijgnal. In all panels, the symbols L 1, R1, L2, R2, etc. refer to the locations of the
left and right edges, respectively of elements 1, 2 etc. For the stimulus and model parameters employed in the simulation, see
section 16 in the text.
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We suggest that the receptive fields of these
higher-order motion cells are adaptively tuned dur-
ing development by experiences with continuously
moving stimuli. During these experiences, the pre-
ferred local directions and global direction of motion
tend to coincide. As a result of this statistical cor-
relation, the excitatory and inhibitory receptive fields
feeding the higher-order motion cells become asym-
metrically distributed across space to favor motion
in the locally preferred directions and to inhibit mo-
tion in the reverse directions.

At what level of processing does such asymmetric
inhibition occur? In the motion BCS, the motion OC
Filter is assumed to input to a CC Loop just as, in
the static BCS, the static OC Filter inputs to a CC
Loop (Figure 1). The cells which generate activations
X~R) and X~L) at Level 5 in Figure 4 are analogous to
the complex cells of tile static OC Filter in Figure 2.
A contrast-enhancing competition is assumed to oc-
cur at these complex cells (Grossberg, 1987b; Gross-
berg & Marshall, 1989), just as it is at Level 5 of the
motion OC Filter.

The next stage of the static BCS is a level of hy-
percomplex cells whose receptive fields arise due to
an on-center off-surround interaction among like-
oriented cells (Figure 2) at the first competitive stage
of the CC Loop. The lateral inhibition within the off-
surround plays the role of an end stopping interac-
tion. We assume that the corresponding off-surround
in the motion BCS is asymmetrically organized across
space. Consequently, motion is detected in the pre-
ferred directions, but it is inhibited in the opposite
directions.

Physiologically, positive and negative transients in
stimulus contrast are responded to by separate sub-
sets of mechanisms: the on transient cells and the off
transient cells. In (C), we model transient on and off
responses by rectifying and thresholding the transient
signals graphed in (B). The solid lines show the re-
sponse over time of the on transient mechanism yt.
The broken lines show the response over time of the
off transient mechanism y;- .

In these simulations the values of the threshold
parameters rand 0 in eqns (7) and (8) were set to
zero. In general, they can be chosen greater than
zero to alter the threshold ISI at which a transition
from element motion to group motion will be gen-
erated. Thus, the model provides a mechanism by
which stimulus factors associated with persistence
(i.e., slow decay) can affect the transitional ISI, as
discussed in section 5.

In (D) are shown the I; and r; signals at each ele-
ment edge location. When the ISI = 14, the tran-
sients which occur at the edges of element locations -
2 and 3 at the offset of Frame 1 and the onset of
Frame 2 produce strong local motion signals which
contribute to the overall group motion signal. When
the ISI = 0, these local motion signals are absent.

The L; and R; at element edge locations are plotted
in (E) and (F), respectively. The maxima of these
activities across all spatial positions corresponds to
the X~L) and X~R) simulated in Figure 19.

In summary, the paths of X~L) and X~R) demonstrate
the same dependence of element and whole motion
on ISI as do the results of psychophysical experi-
ments. At short ISIs, element motion is observed.
At longer ISIs, group motion is observed.

17. VIRTUAL MOnONS AND THEIR
SUPPRESSION BY ASYMMETRIC

INHIBITION AT HYPERCOMPLEX CELLS

An interesting feature of these simulations is that
t .(R) (R) (R) d (L)wo motIon waves Xi , Xi+l' Xi+2' ..., an Xi ,

(L) (L) d fr I ft . h .Xi+l' Xi+2' ..., are generate om e to ng tIn
response to Frame 1 and Frame 2 flashes in Figure
19. The former wave causes no problem of interpre-
tation because it is a rightward motion composed of
local right-motion signals. The latter wave, however,
also is a rightward motion, but it is composed of local
left-motion signals. We call such a motion wave a
virtual motion.

Virtual motions seem to be generated only in ap-
parent motion experiments. A continuously moving
object does not cause a virtual motion, because it
does not cause the two-sided local-motion signals
that create gamma motion in response toa stationary
flash. This latter fact provides a clue that suggests
why virtual motions are not perceived; that is, why
higher-motion detectors selectively code the pre-
ferred directions of their local-motion input signals.

18. COMPARISON WIrn OrnER MOTION
MODELS: GENERALIZED REICHARDT,

BURT AND SPERLING, AND
NADEL MODELS

The hypothesis that asymmetric inhibition plays an
important role in motion perception is a basic feature
of the classical Reichardt model (Reichardt, 1957),
the elaborated Reichardt model (van Santen & Sper-
ling, 1984, 1985), and its equivalent formulations
(Adelson & Bergen, 1985; Watson & Ahumada,
1985). The present model suggests that asymmetric
inhibition plays an important role at a relatively high
level of processing, as well as at the low level of
processing that defines contrast-sensitive receptive
fields, whereas an elaboration of the Marr-Ullman
type of interaction is operative at an intermediate
level of processing (Figure 4). The motion BCS ar-
chitecture hereby suggests a framework for inter-
preting and unifying the results of heretofore
separately developed motion models.

The motion BCS also clarifies the Burt and Sper-
ling (1981) form factor in eqns (1-4). In particular,
the temporal form factor S in (1) is interpreted in
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terms of the growth and decay of the gated sustained-
transient signals Ij and rj described in (9) and (10)
and illustrated in Figure 15. The property of space-
time separability (3) is captured by the multiplication
of sustained-transient signals with the Gaussian spa-
tial kernel Gji in (12) and (13). The property that the
spatial interaction is finite at zero distance and decays
with increasing distance is achieved by the form of
the Gaussian kernel in (11). Competition between
possible motion paths to select the pathway with
greatest strength is achieved by the processes X}R) and
X}L) in (14) and (15).

Seibert and Waxman (1989) have described a
Neural Analog Diffusion-Enhancement Layer, or
NADEL, model for motion perception that shares
some important properties of the motion BCS, but
also differs in several basic ways. One similarity oc-
curs in their use of a contrast-enhancing network to
sharpen the response to a broad spatial gradient of
activation, as in our LevelS. Another similarity oc-
curs in their realization that a mechanism is needed
to generate a spatially broad reaction to a localized
input flash. The differences occur in how this reac-
tion is generated, and in different analyses of its sig-
nificance.

In the NADEL model, each input generates an
outward diffusion of activation which continues to
spread until it dissipates. The contrast-enhancement
helps to control the dissipative effect of the diffusion
via a feedback pathway. In the motion BCS, a single
input does not cause an outward diffusion; rather, it
causes the spatially steady growth and decay of a
Gaussian-distributed activation profile (Figure 6).
Outward motion is produced, not by a single input,
but by interaction between the temporally out-of-
phase activations of two or more spatially steady
Gaussians (Figure 8a). Seibert and Waxman use a
nonlinear competitive feedback network to generate
spatially sharp motion properties from spatially
broad input patterns. They motivate this competitive
network by comparison with a cooperative-compet-
itive feedback network, called the CC Loop (Figure
1), which generates spatially sharp segmentations
from OC Filter inputs within the static BCS (Gross-
berg & Mingolla, 1985b; Grossberg, 1987a). A CC
Loop is also assumed to receive inputs from the mo-
tion OC Filter within the motion BCS (Grossberg,
1987a). Some properties of this interaction are out-
lined in the next section.

the static BCS and the motion BCS. Two key dif-
ferences have thusfar been noted in the motion BCS:
(a) coexistence of sensitivity to direction-of-motion
and insensitivity to direction.of-contrast in the OC
Filter; and (b) asymmetric inhibition at the first com-
petitive stage of the CC Loop.

Both the static OC Filter and the motion OC Filter
are assumed to input to a CC Loop for generating a
coherent, context-sensitive boundary representation
from the outputs of its OC Filter. As noted in Gross-
berg (1987a), the same CC Loop design is competent
to generate coherent properties of both static form
and moving form. Using the same CC Loop design
for segmentation of static form and moving form
clarifies how these disparate sources of visual infor-
mation may be combined into a final representation
of 3-D form.

For example, the CC Loop responds appropri-
ately to moving patterns of random dots (Braddick,
1974; Julesz, 1971; Lappin & Bell, 1976; Nakayama,
1985; Nakayama, Silverman, MacLeod, & Mulligan,
1985; Nakayama & Tyler, 1981). As illustrated in
Figures 1 and 4, an oriented receptive field of the
CC Loop responds best if a dot density difference
that is parallel to the preferred receptive field ori-
entation moves in a direction perpendicular to the
preferred receptive field orientation (Nakayama et
al., 1985). Local random dot motions superimposed
upon such a statistical drift are handled by CC Loop
mechanisms. In particular, the second competitive
stage of the CC Loop contains a competitive inter-
action between cells responding to different orien-
tations at the same position. This competition is
assumed to be strongest between perpendicular
orientations. Such an orientational competition is
capable of amplifying the locally-preferred com-
bination of dot density orientation and direction-of-
motion, while suppressing less preferred combina-
tions. Then long-range cooperative interactions
within the CC Loop can begin to group together
those locally preferred combinations which are con-
sistent across space into a coherent motion segmen-
tation. The cooperative-competitive feedback within
the CC Loop which amplifies the consistent grouping
also actively suppresses locally preferred combina-
tions which are not consistent with the global group-
ing.

Both the first and the second competitive stages
of the CC Loop were originally derived to explain
properties of static form perception (Grossberg,
1987a; Grossberg & Mingolla, 1985a, 1985b). Re-
markably, both of these competitive stages are
formally analogous to model mechanisms that
Nakayama and Loomis (1974) have proposed for the
extraction of a figural boundary moving relative to
a background. These competitive mechanisms are
also consistent with properties of motion-sensitive
cells that Frost and Nakayama (1983) discovered

19. GLOBAL MOnON SEGMENTATION
BY COOPERAnVE.COMPETITIVE

FEEDBACK INTERACllONS:
NAKAYAMA-LOOMIS MODEL

The present article has clarified differences between
visual perception of static form and of moving form
by articulating computational differences between
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Loop, they help to explain phenomena such as mo-
tion after effects, notably the waterfall illusion (Sek-
uler, 1975) and induced motion (Wallach, 1976).

The motion CC Loop also includes properties not
posited by the Nakayama-Loomis model. An analog
of the second competitive stage does not exist within
the Nakayama-Loomis model. As noted above, its
orientational competition is needed to suppress non-
optimal local random motions and to select a best
local direction-of-motion. Also missing in the Na-
kayama-Loomis model are long-range cooperative
interactions which interact with the short-range com-
petitive interactions to impart a coherent global mo-
tion representation upon discordant local motion
signals, as in the phenomenon of motion capture
(Ramachandran & Inada, 1985).

within the intermediate and deeper layers of the pi-
geon optic tectum. Figure 21 describes two versions
of the Nakayama-Loomis model. In both versions,
cells that respond to the same direction-of-motion
interact via an on-center off-surround network.
Given the hypothesis that the preferred direction-of-
motion is perpendicular to a cell's preferred orien-
tation, the Nakayama-Loomis model is consistent
with the postulate that an on-center off-surround in-
teraction exists among like-oriented cells, as in the
first competitive stage of the CC Loop.

As shown in Figure 1, the static CC Loop is or-
ganized at the first competitive stage into on-cells
and off-cells that are joined by opponent interactions
(Grossberg, 1987a; Grossberg & Mingolla, 1985b).
In the motion CC Loop, this property implies that
opposite directions-of-motion are mutually inhibi-
tory, as in the Nakayama-Loomis model of Figure
21b. In the static CC Loop, these opponent inter-
actions help to explain phenomena such as negative
aftereffects of radial patterns and binocular fusion
and rivalry (Grossberg, 1987b). In the motion CC

f

20. SHORT.RANGE VS. LONG. RANGE
MOnON AND

FORM-COLOR INTERACTIONS

There exist several distinct spatial scales within the
motion BCS: the sizes of the sustained cell and tran-
sient cell receptive fields at Level 2 and Level 3,
respectively, of the motion OC Filter; the breadth
of the Gaussian filter from Level 4 to Level 5 of the
motion OC Filter; the breadth of the first competitive
stage of the CC Loop; and the breadth of the co-
operative bipole cells of the CC Loop. Moreover, as
in the static BCS, it is assumed that there exist mul-
tiple copies of the motion BCS network, each copy
corresponding to a different receptive field size in
the motion OC Filter. Subsequent spatial interac-
tions within each copy are assumed to be related to
receptive field size in a self-similar fashion (Gross-
berg, 1987b; Grossberg & Marshall, 1989). These
relationships among spatial scales enable a variety of
difficult motion properties to be explained.

To start this discussion, recall that Wertheimer
(1912) made the color of the first flash different from
the color of the second flash and found that observers
reported that the flashes change color in flight. Van
der Waals and Roelofs (1930, 1931), Squires (1931),
and later Kolers and von Gronau (1975) confirmed
these observations. These results highlight differ-
ences between BCS and FCS properties. They sup-
port the hypothesis that BCS interactions become
independent of direction-of-contrast no later than
Level 5 of Figure 4, thereby enabling flashes with
different directions-of-contrast to interact across
space, as in Figure 8, to generate a motion signal.

Such a motion signal within the BCS generates
output signals to the FCS that define a boundary
structure which contains color percepts within the
FCS. Properties of the FCS clarify how the color can
switch in mid-flight before the second flash is
reached. These properties include organization of
the FCS filter into double opponent color interac-

(a)

(b)
FIGURE 21. Variants of the Nakayama and Loomis (1974)
model of "convexity" detecting units for extracting edges of
3.D objects for an observer translated through a rigid envi-
ronment: (a) Units with like-preferred direction inhibit each
other via an on-center off-surround interaction. All orienta-
tions at a given position summate their outputs to compute
a "convexity" value that measures relative motion near fig-
ure-ground boundaries. (b) The model of (,a) is augmented
with opponent interactions between opposiing directions of
motion at each position.
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tions within the copy are related to receptive field
size by a property of self-similarity.

21. MULTIPLEXING OF MonON
DIRECTION AND MonON DEPTH

In the static BCS (Figure 1), it has been shown how
cells become binocular at the complex cell level
(Grossberg, 1987b; Grossberg & Marshall, 1989). A
similar hypothesis is made about the motion BCS;
namely, that one role of the Gaussian filter is to
combine motion signals from both eyes at the com-
plex cells of Level 5 (Figure 4).

Such a scheme enables us to explain the fact that
apparent motion may be perceived when the first
flash excites one eye and the second flash excites the
other eye (Gengerelli, 1948; Spigel, 1968). This prop-
erty created great difficulty for early Gestaltist the-
ories of apparent motion.

The Gaussian filter also provides an additional
degree of freedom whereby cells at Level 5 can be-
come sensitive to direction-of-motion over a wider
range of stimulus orientations than cells at Level 2,
whose preferred direction-of-motion is perpendicu-
lar to their preferred orientation.

This formal property may be compared with neu-
rophysiological data which have shown that many
cells in MT are sensitive to direction-of-motion over
a range of stimulus orientations, whereas cells in VI
typically are sensitive to the direction-of-motion per-
pendicular to their orientational preference (Al-
bright, 1984; Albright et al. 1984; Maunsell & van
Essen, 1983). The organization of these cells into
hypercolumns whose cells vary with respect to di-
rection-of-motion, rather than orientation, is a sub-
ject for future research on the motion BCS design.

Also implicit in the design are properties which
may be used to analyze such fundamental motion
properties as induced motion, motion capture, and
motion aftereffects. These properties will be ana-
lyzed in subsequent studies of the motion BCS.

In all, the motion BCS and static BCS architec-
tures provide models as well as a theoretical frame-
work for explaining and predicting an unusually large
data base about the visual perception of static and
moving form, and for interpreting, modifying, and
unifying many of the other motion perception models
in the vision research literature.

tions (Grossberg, 1987b), which clarifies how a
switch between colors can occur at all, and filling-in
of the winning opponent color within the moving
boundary structure (Cohen & Grossberg, 1984;
Grossberg &Todorovic, 1988), which clarifies how
the color of the flashes can be perceived at positions
between the actual flash locations.

Interactions between the BCS and FCS also help
to clarify perceived differences between beta motion
and phi motion, since a motion signal can exist within
the BCS without necessarily being able to support
the full development of seen objects within the FCS.

Anstis and Mather (1985) have provided addi-
tional experimental support for the manner in which
motion OC Filter circuit shown in Figure 4 becomes
independent of direction-of-contrast. They studied
the dependence of short-range motion between
flashes (7.5 min arc) and longer-range motion be-
tween flashes. They also varied the direction-of-con-
trast of the flashes with respect to the background
luminance. For short-range motion, the direction of
motion depended upon brightness polarity, with mo-
tion only from white flash to white flash and black
flash to black flash, as would be expected if succes-
sive flashes fell within individual filters at Level 2.
For larger separations, motion could jump between
white and black flashes, and conversely, as would be
expected if successive flashes interacted via the Gaus-
sian filter at Level 5.

This interpreation of the short range vs. long range
motion dichotomy also provides an explanation of
some results of Pantle and Picciano (1976) concern-
ing Ternus displays. They found that elements of
opposite contrast polarity could be matched in Ter-
nus motion, but that interframe polarity changes al-
ways resulted in group motion percepts, regardless
of the ISI. In the present model, interframe polarity
changes will always activate transient mechanisms at
all element locations and, thus, result in a group
motion percept even when the ISI = O.

Braddick (1974) originally reported that a con-
stant scale size, Dmax, controls all percepts of short-
range motion. More recent experiments indicate that
Dmax increases with decreasing element density in the
stimulus display (Lappin & Bell, 1976; Ramachan-
dran & Anstis, 1983), with increasing field size
(Baker & Braddick, 1982; Chang & Julesz, 1983),
and with increasing element size (Petersik, Pufahl,
& Krasnoff, 1983). These properties are clarified by
observations that Dmax varies with the spatial fre-
quency content of the image (Burr, Ross, & Mor-
rone, 1986; Nakayama & Silverman, 1984, 1985) and
that receptive field size varies with spatial frequency
(Anderson & Burr, 1987). All such results are con-
sistent with the hypothesis that multiple copies of the
motion BCS exist, each copy corresponding to a dif-
ferent receptive field size and subsequent interac-
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APPENDIX: APPARENT MOTION THEOREMS

The results herein are drawn from an unpublished manuscript
(Grossberg, 1977). These results demonstrated key properties of
apparent motion, but waited to be published until the develop-
ment of the static BCS clarified how they could be used to design
a motion BCS. The results below concern interactions caused by
two point flashes along a one-dimensional network of intervening
cells.

Let flashes occur at positions i = 0 and i = L of this network.
Suppose, as in eqn (5), that

dxo"'dt"" = -Axo + 10 (AI)

and

dxLdt = -AXL + JL,

where Xo(O) = XL(O) = O. Then

Xo(t) = £ e-A(I-")Jo(u) du,

(A2)

(A3)

and

XL(t) = if e-A(f-U)] L(U) du. (A4)

Let input
ifOstsT
if T < t, (A5)

and
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J-
xo(t) = -(1 -e-AT)e-A(I-T)

A (A7)

where I is the ISI between the flashes. Then for T + I :5 t :5
2T + I,
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and the position w = LI2 midway between positions w = 0 and w
L at a time t, that is independent of Land K.

Theorem 2 (Equal HaIf.Time Property)

The time at which the motion signal reaches position w = L/2

JXL(t) = A (1 -e-A(/-T-l». (AS)

Let xo(t) and XL(t) interact via a Gaussian filter

Gji = exp[ -(j -i)2/2K2] (A9)

as in eqn (11). For simplicity, replace index i by a continuum of
cells at positions win Level 5. Then the total input to position w
of Level 5 is

IS

1 ]t, = T + A In reAl + (1 -e-AT) .(A21)

Proof: By (AI7), we need to compute t = f-l(g(W» when
W = LIZ, namely[ -W2 T(w, t) = xo(t)exp W + XL(t)eXp[ -(w -L)2

]2K2 (AIO)

(A22)

By (A16),

(All)

By (A7) and (AS),

T(w, t) = f (1 -e-AT )e-A(r-T)exp[ g]

[ -(w -LY ]+ (1 -e-A(r-T-/»exp 2K2

Our first task is to show under what combinations of param-
eters the maximum value of T(w, t) moves continuously from
position w = 0 towards position w = L through time.

g (~) = 1. (A23)

Equation (A21) follows immediately from (A23) and (A15).
The next result quantifies how the motion accelerates and

decelerates by comparing the times tj, tl' and t, at which the motion
signal attains positions w = L14, w = L12, and w = 3L14,

respectively.
Interestingly, although time tl is independent of L, times tj and

tj are not.Theorem 1 (Apparent Motion)

The maximum of T(w, t) moves continuously from position
w = 0 to position w = L if and only if

L < 2K. (AI2)

Proof: The maximum values of T( w, t) occur only at locations
w = w(t) such that

(A24)

Theorem 3 (Accelerate-Decelerate)

tj -tj 2: tj -4.

Proof: By (A17),

(A25)
(A13)

and

(A26)
(A14)

By (A16),
The function

g (~) = j exp(~) (A27)e"(t-T) -e"Jf(t) = 1 -e-AT

is an increasing function of t. We wish to determine when the
postions w = w(t) at which T(w, t) is maximal increase as a
function of t. In order for this to happen, the right hand side of
(A14), namely function

(A15) and

(3L) ( -L2 )g 4 =3exP4:K2' (A28)

By (A15),

w
(A29)[ L(L -2W) ]g(w) = L""=""; exp 2K2'

must also be an increasing function of w, for all 0 $ w $ L, since
then we can solve for

(A16)
and

1 [ (3L t, = T + -In eAI + (1 -e-AT}g -
A 4

Thus by (A30} and (A21)

(A30)w = g-l(f(t» (A17)

as an increasing function of w for all 0 s w s L.
Functiong(w) is monotone increasingifg'(w) > 0, which holds

if and only if function
1

tt-t,=-!n A (A31)LW
]K2 +W eAl + (l=-e;--AT)

(AI8)h(w) 5 (L -w) 11 -,- By (A29) and (A2I),

1

~~

satisfies 1
t,-tj=-!nA

eAI + (1 -e-AT)

,..41 + (1 -e-Ar)g (~
)4

Inequality (A24) is thus equivalent to inequality

1 -g(~)g(¥

(A32)

(1 -e-AT)

s eAI [g(~) + g(¥) -2] (A33)

h(w) > O. (AI9)

In order for (AI7) to hold for aliOs w s L, the minimum of
h( w) for 0 s w s L must be positive. The minimum of h( w) occurs
at w = LIZ, and equals

h (~) = ~ (Z ~ &). (A20)

The number h(LIZ) is positive if (AI2) holds.
The next result proves that the apparent motion signal reaches
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By (A27) and (A28), only if

g(~)g(¥
= 1 (A34)

(A35)

(A36)

Hence (A33) reduces to

1 [ L2 ] [ _L2 ]3 exp 4K2 + 3 exp 4K2 ~ 2,

which is true for all positive values of Land K. In fact,

t, -It = It -It

which corresponds to a limiting case in which

4 = 4 = (,. (A38)

Similar results may be proved when a single pair of flashes is
replaced by a cyclic alternation of flashes. One such result shows
that the furthest extent of the motion between the flashes may
decrease to a limiting value ("motion contraction") on successive
flash cycles.


